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Book Review
Robert W. Demaree and Don V Moses. The Masses of
Joseph Haydn: History, Style, Performance. Rochester
Hills, MI: Classical Heritage, 2008. xxxvi, 854 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-615-26052-5. Ordering information: www.haydnmasses.com.
Bruce C. MacIntyre

The Masses of
Joseph Haydn

Robert W. Demaree
Don V Moses

Young choral directors who wish to learn everything about Haydn’s masses
should first consult this up-to-date and information-packed book. (This reviewer did
not say “read” because the background histories and music analyses are very detailed
and, as a result, the volume is inordinately long – and not a book easily read through
from cover to cover.)
Don V Moses is Director Emeritus and Professor Emeritus of Music at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. From 1976 to 2000 he was founding Music
Director of the Classical Music Festival in Eisenstadt, conducting numerous concerts
there, in Vienna and at various other Austrian and Hungarian venues. Robert W.
Demaree is Dean Emeritus of the Ernestine M. Raclin School of the Arts at Indiana
University in South Bend, where he taught for forty years and conducted the South Bend
Symphonic Choir. Demaree’s doctoral dissertation was on “The Structural Proportions
of the Haydn Quartets” (Indiana University, 1973). This is the third book that Demaree
and Moses have written together, following their earlier The Complete Conductor
(Prentice-Hall, 1995) and Face to Face with Orchestra and Chorus (Indiana University
Press, 2nd ed., 2004).

With obvious devotion, reverence, and enthusiasm for Haydn’s work, Demaree
and Moses cover all aspects of the Masses (historical and cultural contexts; detailed
analyses) in seventeen chapters. Two chapters introduce the young Haydn and his
musical environment in Vienna before a third chapter describes the two early missae
breves (including the doubtful Missa Rorate coeli desuper in G major). Next, two
chapters discuss Haydn’s stylistic roots, Mass structure and related generic
considerations, as well as many details about the Esterházy princes and the musical life
and buildings in Eisenstadt. The next eleven chapters (Ch. 6-16, pp. 151-739) then
present painstakingly thorough analyses of the remaining twelve Masses, with 24-64

pages of commentary dedicated to each work. A concluding “Laus Deo” chapter then
enthusiastically summarizes Haydn’s legacy in the Mass genre (“a supreme wedding of
Art and Faith,” p. 755). Along with the prolific endnotes, bibliography, and index, the
volume ends with an informative glossary, four appendices (chronology of the Masses,
the texts and parts of the Mass, short biographies of the Italians and Austrian
composers who preceded Haydn and probably influenced him, and four informative
Esterházy musical personnel lists of 1760-1802).
The authors’ ambitious goal for the volume is to combine “for the first time . . . in
one text in English” the historical/biographical context of each Mass with “thorough
musical analyses and discussions of performance practice” (p. xxvii). Indeed, they have
succeeded fairly well in bringing together and commenting upon the vast amount of
recent scholarship on these topics. Demaree and Moses have ably absorbed and utilized
the important researches of H.C. Robbins Landon, Karl Geiringer, Rebecca Gates-Coon
(on the Esterházy princes), Joseph Pratl, Lawrence Schenbeck, and the present
reviewer.
The heavily end-noted chapters and the sixteen-page bibliography are
significantly indebted, however, to the 1980 New Grove; fifty-eight (or 30%) of the 191
sources cited are articles from that reference. The authors assert that this study is “the
first thorough examination of [the Masses] in two-thirds of a century” (p. xxvii) – i.e.
since Carl Maria Brand’s magisterial effort, Die Messen von Joseph Haydn (1941). It is
surprising, however, not to find mention anywhere of Cornell Jesse Runestad’s DMA
dissertation “The Masses of Joseph Haydn: A Stylistic Study” (University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, 1970), a methodical and comprehensive study of all fourteen
Masses. Nor is Jen-yen Chen’s Ph.D. dissertation “The Tradition and the Ideal of the
Stile antico in Viennese Sacred Music” (Harvard University, 2000) cited in the
discussion of Haydn’s a cappella Mass, Missa “Sunt bona mixta malis” fragment.

(Chen’s work is mentioned in the introduction to Haydn’s immediate Viennese
predecessors [p. 32-33].) Some important German-language scholarship of the past
four decades on Austrian church music and the Masses also seems to be absent (e.g.,
Karl Gustav Fellerer and Friedrich Wilhelm Riedel).

This review will proceed by addressing the manner in which the authors have met
their above stated goals for the monograph.

Historical/Biographical Background.
Throughout the volume one encounters several informative historical summaries
that set the background, such as chapter II’s account of Haydn’s immediate
predecessors in Vienna (pp. 30-34) or chapter IV’s description of the various churchly
settings for Haydn’s sacred music (pp. 85-86). Sometimes, however, the accounts seem
overly detailed and slow the pace of the narrative pace. For example, in chapter I there
are several pages just about the composer’s birthplace.
Demaree and Moses demonstrate a good understanding of the available sources
for Haydn’s Masses as well as for other sacred music of the Vienna-Eisenstadt region.
(Sidebar “B” on p. 21 reminds us of Moses’ unpublished catalogue of the Esterhäzy
church-music materials and James Armstrong’s plan to re-catalogue that collection; cf.
pp. 132-33.) Here and there throughout the volume, the authors present informative
details about certain eighteenth-century sites or venues as well as contemporary
Kleinmeister that the young Haydn would have known in Vienna and elsewhere (e.g.,
pp. 39 and 47). Nonetheless, there is much, appropriately cautious speculation about
what sacred and other kinds of music the young composer might have been exposed to
during his early years.

Occasionally the extended historical narrative oddly departs from chronology and
cites events that were much earlier (e.g., Margherita Basile in the Hofkapelle “fully a
century earlier,” p. 40) or later (e.g., the later activities of Baron van Swieten mentioned
during the discussion of Haydn in the 1750s, p. 46; or the mention of Haydn’s library at
his death as part of the discussion of books he knew in his early years, p. 48). In a few
places there are inconsistencies in the narrative. For example, on p. 42 we are reminded
that no record tells us the date Haydn was dismissed from the St. Stephen’s Kapelle,
while later we read about his “dismissal from the cathedral choir in 1749” (p. 51). The
narrative is also sometimes interrupted by extended excursions into side topics (e.g.,
musings on the demise of basso continuo, pp. 87-89).
These additional, distracting comments often appear in parentheses. In some
instances the parentheses are not necessary, but in most cases the parenthetical remarks
seem informal or gratuitous and should have been removed in the editing process, prior
to publication.

Early in chapter II’s account of the young Haydn’s early musical

education under Reutter Jr. in Vienna, the authors add, in parentheses: (Perhaps
someone should have remarked, over the centuries since, that Haydn’s concept of his
relationship to Beethoven the Student may well have come from his memories of his
own relationship to Reutter.) (p. 30)

At times, perhaps to better engage the reader, the opening chapters’ history takes
on a highly personal tone that echoes that of story-telling. For example, near the end of
the “Apprenticeship” chapter (II) we read:
“Make the year, say, 1755, and place yourself at that moment in young
Haydn’s mind. You have decided you want to compose and perform. You
seek (and may believe you already have) the help of the Blessed Virgin

herself, she whom you visited in her shrine at Mariazell, and to whom you
will dedicate works.” (pp. 49-50)

A few paragraphs later we read: “By the late 1750s Haydn was avidly looking for a
substantial full-time position, and for a wife (for whom he would have to provide some
financial security)” (p. 50).
Indeed, with the enormous variety and mix of information transmitted in this
extended book (from commonly known facts to arcane Haydniana) it is sometimes hard
to believe that the authors were writing the book for musically informed choral directors
rather than a general audience, but then they will issue succinct, intriguing orders like:
“Look again at bar 8” (Kyrie of Missa Cellensis, p. 165).
To add interest, the authors report several stories handed down orally from
Haydn’s day. For example, we read that, for acoustic reasons, the composer asked
Prince Esterházy to add wooden flooring atop the original marble of the Haydnsaal floor
in the Eisenstadt palace (p. 131) and that Haydn enjoyed drinking wine in the refectory
of the Barmherzige Brüder there (p. 133). In their typically voluble way, the authors also
report anecdotes heard from esteemed musician colleagues, such as Julius Herford who
described the broad melodic lines of the Benedictus of the Missa Cellensis as the
“waving of palm branches” as Jesus entered Jerusalem (p. 207).
Demaree and Moses’ discussions of who probably performed these Masses is
often quite vivid because of the good use they make of the Esterházy music personnel
rosters given in Appendix D as well as the Johann Bader pay lists of 1797 (cf. pp. 38486; 779-86). The authors are also not afraid to defend certain interpretations of the
Masses’ chronology and authenticity. For example, they make a strong case for the
Missa Cellensis in honorem B.V.M. (Hob. XXII: 5) being entirely composed in 1766, the
year of the autograph fragment, rather than the Sanctus—Agnus Dei movements being
composed in the following decade (pp. 218-20).

Throughout the volume, the authors clearly have an “evolutionary” view of the
development of Haydn’s Mass style, which they often find paralleling stylistic changes in
his instrumental music (e.g., his string quartets; cf. p. 88; or his acceleration in tempo
choices, p. 102). The authors make a strong case for Haydn starting out as a Baroque
composer stylistically, even writing about the Missa brevis in F major: “The lack of any
dynamic marking at the beginning is part of the composer’s Baroque upbringing” (p.
59).
In their view, as Haydn matured, his compositions evolved more and more from fresh
explorations of form: “Increasingly, every compositional choice he makes is at the
service of Structure” (p. 176). “Haydn is always fully focused on structure” (p. 201).

Detailed Musical Analyses.
Demaree and Moses offer detailed, practical analyses of each Mass to help
conductors and performers understand a work’s layout and, to make them aware of the
particularly expressive moments in each movement. The prose analyses are generally
clear and quite accurate, but it would have helped readers to provide tabular charts
elucidating the forms of the more extended and complicated movements. Noting a
parallel to Hindemith’s modus operandi, the authors prepare their analyses from the
perspective that Haydn already had a general design in mind when he composed a new
work: “Across the years he [Haydn] seems to have created in his mind an underlying set
of basic blueprints for these designs: the templates of which we have spoken.” (p. 94)
The introductory chapters have useful summaries of Haydn’s Mass style in
general (e.g., pp. 100-102 on his use of meters and tempos) and a good survey of the
components of a typical Mass in Haydn’s day (pp. 111-12). Missing, however, is some
kind of introduction to the standard two- and three-part aria structures that were fairly
conventional and are sometimes even mentioned in the analyses of the later chapters.

Throughout, the analyses attempt to demonstrate Haydn’s careful planning of all
musical parameters in his Masses. Each analytical chapter has been systematically
organized with identical sub-sections labeled as “structural design,” “textural matters,”
“motion and tempo,” “performance practice, dynamics, and articulation,” and
“summary and overall conclusions” (cf. p. 152, note A). Choral directors unable to read
the entire volume in extenso and wanting a quick review of the Masses will glean a lot
from initially reading the last of these sections in each chapter.
For the most part, the prose analyses are extremely (often overly) detailed and
can be hard to follow without a score at hand. Interesting long-term linear connections
in melodic design are often nicely pointed out. Yet many times the observations seem
gratuitous, merely describing a few unusual notes without a contextual or formal
justification (e.g., a long trill, p. 165; efficient use of D-flat, p. 195; high notes for oboe I,
p. 214). An excerpt from the authors’ description of the Benedictus in the Missa brevis
in F is a case in point:
“Consider the 1st soprano entrances at bars 14 and 16, supported by the
continuo, but not doubled. Lyricism predominates here: conjunct lines
(even chromatic half steps), liquid triplets, parallel motion in thirds,
simultaneous trills, and barely any skips. Finally there is one well-chosen
leap to F in the upper voice (bar 22). The second statement, beginning on
the dominant in bar 28, is only slightly more disjunct; note the graceful,
skillful management of melodic contours in bars 37 and 38: first the
higher voice tops its pervious Fs (there have been several of them, and two
brief Gs) with a climactic G quarter note, syncopated, and then the voices
cross and one measure later that G is echoed by the 2nd soprano. This is
mature melodic writing, indeed, by someone used to scoring duos (or
perhaps just someone used to singing them).” (p. 66)

As can be seen, the main analytical points often focus on matters of concern to a
conductor, such as tempo, dynamics, and instrumentation. In most instances, measure
numbers from the score are cited, so that the reader with a score at hand can usually
figure out exactly which passage is being described in the text.
Demaree and Moses often provide the reader with a helpful historical
contextualization of stylistic traits noted in each Mass, so that the reader knows how
those traits evolved from the earlier to the later Masses. Whether it is the key, tempo, or
timbre used, the placement of fermatas, Mass-text distribution across movements, the
use of wedges or double stops, etc., the authors give a clear sense of when Haydn began
or stopped using a particular feature.
The rediscovered 1768 a cappella Missa a 4uattro voci “Sunt bona mixta malis”
(Hob. XXII: 2) receives the briefest account in this book (10 pages) due to its small scale
and fragmentary nature (Kyrie and a Gloria—Laudamus—Gratis). Nonetheless it is
wonderful now to have a study of Haydn’s Masses that includes this early work using the
archaic stile antico vocal polyphony.

The piece has evidently been dubbed the

“McClintock Mass,” after the Irish family in whose farmhouse where its autograph
resurfaced.
In each Mass analysis, there is also an idiosyncratic concentration on the
changing “rhythmic motion” of a movement and Haydn’s apparent calculated use of a
logical hierarchy of rhythmic values (sometimes shifting from half notes to quarters to
eighths, or vice versa). According to Demaree and Moses:
“Much as Beethoven often would do later, Haydn initiates a temporal flow,
then typically increases the rhythmic drive (not by writing an accelerando,
but by shortening the note values consistently employed), and perhaps
increases it again to an even more rapid level; he may interrupt it with a

fermata or silence, and then resume the flow on one of these rhythmic
planes.” (p. 92)

They admit that this approach “seems a foreign idea” (p. 93) but then assert: “It is,
nevertheless, this temporal flow that is central to the music of Haydn. He is, above all a
manager of Time. In making ‘this flow audible’ he is thereby making his architecture
audible” (p. 93). Later they add: “Though melody is important, motion and momentum
control his architectures” (p. 109). When discussing the calculated cessations of eighthnote rhythms in the Kyrie II fugue of the 1766 Missa Cellensis the authors assert how
they “give us a fascinating glimpse into Haydn’s mind—into his control of Time as a
delineator of Form!” (p. 171).
Certainly the changing value of the predominant rhythm in a piece of music is
something we all notice in music from the fourteenth century to the present and has
remained a concern for all composers since that time, as well as for conductors
preparing to perform any piece of music. It is indeed a basic visceral element that is
part of all music. However, making this temporal flow “central” to Haydn’s musical
aesthetic and returning to it in the discussion of each Mass is interesting but seems
overstated, particularly when one remembers that Haydn indubitably knew what the
Latin text of the Ordinary meant and usually made his music respond to its meaning in
some fashion.
On the subject of rhythm, Demaree and Moses seem to have a liberal view of
hemiola that is more freely interpreted compared with the usual three beats taking the
place of two (or vice versa). Their “hemiola effect” oddly seems to include various micro
and macro regroupings of the quarter-note beats, both within and across measures (e.g.
pp. 184, 186, 197).
Throughout their analyses, Demaree and Moses also demonstrate sensitivity to
“Gestaltist processes” (p. 108-09) through their frequent observations about Haydn’s

use of irregular phraseology (e.g., “compression”) for generating a dramatic effect by
frustrating one’s expectations. As they observe, “Though melody is important, motion
and momentum control his architectures.” (p. 109)
Among other cogent analytical points, the authors have correctly emphasized the
dramatic impact of Haydn’s calculated placement of the fermata or pause in these
works, particularly the late Masses (e.g., pp. 183, 192). Also, they always are ready to
give their take on Haydn’s “use” of monothematicism, false reprise, etc. In addition, the
authors always point out the lovely subtleties in Haydn’s orchestration (e.g., added
trumpet tones for special emphasis at the return of the word “Tu” in the “Quoniam” of
the Gloria in the Missa Cellensis, p. 186).
Although this reviewer appreciates how much Demaree and Moses drew from his
own earlier researches on the concerted mass in eighteenth-century Vienna, he is
surprised that some of the more stereotypical and practical features of the main Mass
types (solemnis and brevis) are not mentioned at the start of chapters discussing
examples of these types. (For example, a discussion of Haydn’s Missa brevis in F should
include mention of the fewer, shorter movements, text telescoping, etc. that were part
and parcel of such brief Masses; cf. p. 57ff.) However, from reading each chapter’s full
analysis and section-by-section descriptions, it is clear that authors do know the
distinctions of the basic Mass categories.

One wishes that the authors would

occasionally mention how Haydn was following the conventions for a particular type of
Mass composition rather than his own stylistic proclivities (e.g., the stereotypical slow
Kyrie introduction to Hob. XXII: 5 Missa Cellensis in honorem B.V.M., a solemn Mass;
p. 161). In several places, they also remark how “Haydn’s focus on the Incarnation [at Et
incarnatus] will become Haydn’s lifelong practice . . .” (p. 77) without due recognition of
the fact that most late eighteenth-century composers traditionally treated this section of
the Credo with special care and soloistic attention. Similarly, with the Benedictus, the

authors observe how it was Haydn’s “favorite Mass text” or was the movement to which
he “always gave special attention” (pp. 67, 70), yet this is said without reminding the
reader how liturgically special this part of the Mass was for all composers at that time
who were aware of the consecration that occurs at that point in the Eucharist part of the
service.
In some places, the authors miss an opportunity to explain the textual basis for a
musical passage they describe. For example, when paired voices of the chorus sing in
unison “with chant-like effect . . . the repeated notes” of the Et in unum Dominum in the
Credo of the Missa Cellensis (m. 25-33), one hears a common example of word-painting
for “unum” (one) in the text (cf. p. 193).
The entire Mass text is given in Appendix B, however it is unfortunate that the
Latin and English versions do not appear side by side in two columns on the same page,
but rather in separate parts of the appendix, several pages apart. Readers who do not
know Latin and wish to find the translation of a particular line will need to hunt and flip
between two pages. This is troubling because throughout the book the authors generally
assume that readers know their Latin, often referring only to the English meaning. For
example, where “Christ’s death and burial” in the Credo of the first Mass is discussed,
there is no reference to the text or specific measures (p. 61).
Helpfully, Demaree and Moses include a detailed summary of the many stylistic
reasons for not considering the extant Missa Rorate coeli desuper in G major (Hob.
XXII: 3) an authentic Haydn Mass (cf. pp. 76-77, 79-82), despite the fact that the work
appears (properly) in an appendix to Joseph Haydn Werke. This reviewer is also
pleased that the authors take serious issue with Landon’s (and Martin Chusid’s) too
often repeated view of the six late Masses as “choral symphonies” (cf. pp. xxix, 745-46).
The Glossary at the book’s end (pp. 757-63) offers some helpful definitions for
novices to Haydn’s music, including “Haydn fanfare” and “dramatic pause.”

The

glossary also has some newly coined (or newly used) terms like “compression,”
“rhythmic constant,” “halo effect” (long, sustained woodwinds in their high register),
“neo-tactus” (a pulse interpenetrating an entire work, central to its continuity and
cohesiveness and for conductors deciding tempo relationships), “stacking process”
(Haydn’s moving to higher rhythmic constants), “step-progression” (conjunct ascending
or descending melodic contours, “basic to Haydn’s construction of melodic lines”),
“vector” (“perceivable line of force”), “Vor-Imitation” (“the use of melodic and/or
rhythmic motives predictively”), and this reviewer’s favorite: “decorated doubling” (to
refer to those accompanying sixteenth-note violin parts that follow the melodic outlines
of one choral part; cf. p. 522).
All glossary terms appear in boldface type whenever they occur in the main text.
One wonders, though, why Demaree and Moses felt the need to include such terms as
“basso continuo,” “cyclic,” “motivic development,” and “phraseology.”

Since those

generally known terms are included, one could be puzzled as to why some analytical
terms frequently used in the text (e.g., dominant, German sixth chord, Italian sixth
chord) are not also in the list. At the same time, one finds a few terms in the text that do
not appear in the glossary (e.g., “thetic homophony,” p. 183; “hemiola effect,” p. 184).

Performance-Practice Issues.
Each analytical chapter summarizes the significant performance-practice
considerations for the particular Mass. Various kinds of helpful, practical advice from
the authors’ own experiences in performing the works are offered, such as crucial
dynamic balances to observe and how the articulation marks affect phrasing and
perceived textures.

Important orchestral doublings and vocal ranges are noted.

Demaree and Moses live up to the astute observations and recommendations one would
expect from the same authors of their earlier Face to Face with Orchestra and Chorus

(2004). For example, at the hemiolas in the Kyrie of the Nelson Mass, they urge
performers to “Play and sing as if you were discovering this for the first time” (p. 516).
Demaree and Moses include some helpful appraisals of the standard editions of
Haydn’s Masses (pp. 119-20 and the bibliography). Measure numbers from the Joseph
Haydn Werke critical edition (Henle) are cited throughout.
The authors do not hesitate to offer practical solutions to performers when they
believe that Haydn may have committed an oversight in the placement, absence, or level
of a dynamic marking. For example, in the “Qui tollis” of the Missa Cellensis where
there seems to be some ambiguity in dynamics, they say: “The conductor must choose
how to mark this spot” (p. 184). In some places they recommend adding Baroque
terraced (or block) dynamics for echo effects (p. 186).
Some of the subtleties of ornamentation are also noted here and there in the
volume. The authors even comment on the absence of a Nachschlag in a trill, noting
how Haydn was “always meticulous about the endings of his trills” (p. 165). At one point
the authors allude to a “standard forte” in Haydn’s first Mass (p. 67) but do not explain
the meaning or origin of that term “standard,” which probably derives from some of
H.C. Robbins Landon’s writings on the symphonies.
Like most conductors today, the authors often helpfully observe the likely
proportional relationships between the tempos of different movements of a Mass.
Indeed, they are convinced that such tempo relationships and an overall “temporal
cohesiveness” (p. 107) were intentional on Haydn’s part: “While one certainly would not
argue that the neo-tactus is a feature only of Haydn’s Masses, the authors believe it is a
primal factor in each of them, and that the master was conscious of the relationships
involved” (p. 105). Thus, conductors are urged to devise a “network of tempi” for these
works (p.107).

Demaree and Moses seem to have a special new understanding of Haydn’s
articulation mark known as the wedge (Ger. “Keil”), a vertical stroke which has
traditionally been interpreted as a staccato indication for separation from the notes
before and after, rather than any dynamic accentuation upon the notes so marked (cf.
pp. 59, 60.). Their glossary gives the following definition of the wedge: “Haydn’s
favorite articulatory marking, used to give clarity, emphasis, and shape to his lines. It is
not to be confused (as it largely was by nineteenth- and early twentieth-century editors)
with the dot” (p. 763). The authors also seem not to realize the common confusion
between this vertical wedge and the number “1” over figured bass lines for tasto solo or
unisono (when continuo is supposed to play in unison with the ensemble). They may
not have seen Dack and Feder’s warning about this confusion in their introduction to
volume 1a of the Masses in Joseph Haydn Werke (p. XII). The misunderstanding leads
to several places where Demaree and Moses believe there is staccato articulation in the
continuo part (even implying some added dynamic accentuation) when the continuo is
just playing in unison with others (cf. pp. 168, 177). In addition, the authors also
comment on how the wedge, “mistaken for a staccato dot by editors for many years,”
was used by Haydn to highlight “important ideas, to adjust balance, to create textural
transparency, and to make a motive unique” (p. 117). At one point in the Missa Cellensis
the authors refer to them as “emphatic wedges” (p. 183).
Although they usually support the idea that Haydn knew what he wanted in his
music, Demaree and Moses note the absence of wedges and other articulatory markings
in some passages, adding: “Perhaps he [Haydn] had not consciously codified all this as
yet in his mind” (p. 201).
Some interesting recommendations for performance of the Masses come from the
authors’ fellow musicians.

For example, Peter Playavsky (professor of organ and

improvisation, Vienna) urges that in any concert performance of a classical Mass there

should “always be some separation, ‘an organ piece’ or something” immediately after the
Gloria, before the Credo starts (p. 113, n. 57).
This reviewer was a bit surprised by the authors’ recognition and interpretation
of what they call “semi-double bars” which consist of two “thin” rather than “thick”
double bars at the ends of internal sections to maintain continuity with only a brief
pause (cf. p. 163 n. 29; p. 174). No contemporary documents or secondary sources were
cited to back up their subtle distinction on such pauses. Also, the designations “solo”
and “tutti” that one finds in Haydn’s Mass scores (and parts) are neither overtly
discussed or explained fully. They are often mentioned (e.g., pp. 66-67) but without
suggestions on their potential meaning (e.g. as indications to the instrumentalist of
where solo vocalists sing or where they will play an exposed obbligato line).

Final Comments: Style.
Throughout the book, the authors try to use a lively style to engage readers.
Unfortunately, however, there is little sign of the kinds of astute editing required for
such a scholarly book (occasional typos aside). The writing frequently suffers from
rather turgid prose, long-windedness, and prolix sentences, unnecessarily affected
eruditeness, redundancies (repeating facts already given in an earlier chapter or
section), and all too frequent endnotes.

Sometimes extended quotations are not

indented (e.g. pp. 10-11). As noted above, there are too many parenthetical comments –
often several sentences in length – and the exclamation mark is enthusiastically
overused. Many of the endnotes, however, do helpfully point the reader to further
relevant information in earlier or later pages of the book.
In their preface (p. xxxi) the authors defend their duplicate explanations in
different chapters on the grounds that they expect that persons preparing a Haydn Mass
for performance “will choose to read, at least at first, only the chapters that seem to

apply most directly to the project at hand.” Nonetheless, for someone reading through
the entire volume, hearing and re-hearing the same explanations of traditions and style
from one chapter to another can become quite boring.
Here and there, a somewhat pretentious tone emerges from the prose.

For

example, in their preface we read: “One of the authors’ purposes has been to make
manifest to all readers the now-ancient character and spirit of the Austro-Hungarian
lands and culture, the taproot from which the Viennese Classical branches of this great
tree spread wide” (p. xxxii). The authors have also tended to use lots of German words,
even when there are common English equivalents, and at times a rather affected style of
prose thus results. There are also odd inconsistencies in terms used. For example, if
English uses the term Lower Austria, why then call it Niederösterreich (p. 2)? Why is
“St. Stephen’s Cathedral” used on some pages, while Stephansdom appears on others
(cf. pp. 6, 85)?
Here and there the book takes off on little tangents unexpected in a book about
Haydn’s Masses. For example, there are two full paragraphs about Antonio Vivaldi, as
the authors ponder the possibility of young chorister Haydn’s having personal or
musical contact with the “red priest” (p. 20). During a discussion of personnel involved
with chamber music at the Viennese Hof the authors mention how Frederick the Great’s
“performing sonatas in his own salon was a powerful incentive to fashion an improved
flute” (p. 25).
In some places during the analytical sections the authors might have been more
careful in word choices. For example, the use of the word “major” for “principal” or
“main” when one is also discussing major and minor modes can make for confusing
prose, as seen in this sentence: “Thus we have a recitative, two major sections for tenor
(one commencing in C minor and the other in its relative major) and a final section that
is a duet in F minor” (p. 195). Also, each musical example should have been numbered

and referenced by means of that number at the proper place in the text (e.g. Wagenseil’s
Mass appearing on p. 33 should be noted in the discussion on p. 32).
The authors have been very thorough in their documentation through frequent
endnote references. Nonetheless there are too many endnotes. There are also too many
“side bars” (using alphabetical letters) in the margins that elucidate a concept or discuss
a related phenomenon or relevant research.

Most of the time, these side-bars –

informative, anecdotal, or chatty as they might be – seem distracting as they interrupt
and hinder the flow of one’s reading of a chapter.
Throughout the book, the rather idiosyncratic typeface (similar to Word’s
Rockwell font) almost resembles boldface, so that the text always seems to “shout” at the
reader. A “softer” font would have been easier on the eyes of this reviewer.
Demaree and Moses’ writing clearly shows how extremely dedicated they are to
Haydn’s music, his Masses in particular. They are clearly enthusiastic Haydn fans, and
many of their comments seem to derive from pre-concert lectures on the Masses or from
program notes. The composer is almost always referred to as “the master.” (The
authors defend the appropriateness of that term on p. xxxvi.) Unfortunately, as a result,
the prose style is often unnecessarily pompous and hyperbolic, as these examples
suggest:
“There is a new view of him [Haydn] in Austria and around the world, as
well as a new pattern of perspectives about his music.

Layers of

misunderstanding are being peeled away, and one now can glimpse a
kernel of truth at the center.” (p. xxvii)

“Joseph Haydn’s own paternal grandfather had narrowly avoided a 1683
Turkish massacre at Hainburg itself, and on this hairbreadth escape would

hang all the masterworks his grandson would contribute a century later to
Western civilization! (p. 4)

“The younger Reutter’s dynamic career reminds us, in its scope, visibility,
and distracting variety, of Leonard Bernstein two hundred years later:
Reutter became virtually a corporate entity in Viennese music.” (p. 17)

“In a work [Missa Cellensis, Hob. XXII: 5] so derivative of the traditions of
his predecessors, he [Haydn] shows himself to be also one of the great
Baroque composers, and even one of the three greatest.” (p. 221)

Concluding Remarks.
It is most gratifying to see how Demaree and Moses have taken full advantage of
research from the past three decades and have now presented the “full story” of Haydn’s
Masses in the broader context of what other composers of his day were doing in their
Mass settings.

Realizing what Reutter, Hasse, Monn, Hofmann, and others were

creating in this genre, we obtain a deeper perspective about sacred music as well as a
much more accurate assessment of Haydn’s output. This reviewer has a slight concern,
however, that the authors do not always take into consideration the original liturgical
function of each Haydn Mass and how a Mass’s structure and dimensions might have
been determined by how it could fit into a particular service. This deeper perspective
goes beyond just recognizing whether a Mass is a missa brevis or a missa solemnis but
also considers how Mass type and liturgical context can affect the proportions and
musical “weight” of themes and successive sections.
Nevertheless, this is a significant, well documented and nicely illustrated volume
that should be consulted by anyone seriously interested in Haydn’s Masses. It would be

best read piecemeal, as one seeks to learn more about each individual Mass. Thanks to
this magnificent study, musicologists and performers, especially conductors preparing
the works for performance, now have all known details about each work and their
sources readily available at their fingertips. For that reason alone, Haydn scholarship
will be eternally grateful to Demaree and Moses for their major contribution through
this substantial volume.

